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EyEWEar, HElmEtS, aNd PrOtEctiON 



I needed better products so I could take my performance to a higher level.  
In 2006, we launched SHRED. and created our own superior goggle and  
protection technologies. Today, we make the best eyewear and protective  
gear for skiers, snowboarders, and mountain bikers. PERIOD.” 

Ted Ligety | 2x Olympic Gold Medalist | 5x World Champion | SHRED. Co-founder and Chairman
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SimPliFy

(1) Cylindrical | (2) Molded | (3) OTG | (4) Bonus Lens

amaziFy

(1) Cylindrical | (2) Molded | (3) OTG

RaRiFy

(1) Spherical | (2) Molded  | (3) OTG | (4) Bonus Lens *

(1) Spherical | (3) Molded 

mini

SmaRteFy

monocle naStiFy

wondeRFy

(1) Cylindrical | (2) Flexible

(1) Cylindrical | (2) Flexible 

(1) Spherical | (2) Molded 

(1) Cylindrical | (2) Flexible 

(1) lenS ShaPe | (2) lenS tech | (3) otg | (4) BonuS lenS

OVErViEW

 * Available on RARIFY + models only



TECHNOLOGY | SNOW 2020-2021

GOGGlE tEcHNOlOGy

Field oF viSion | ShRed.wide™
 Unique approach to functional frame design

  Provides uninhibited field of vision on ALL of SHRED.’s goggle models

  Best quality and undistorted vision no matter where you look

ShRed. | Seemore
 SHRED. Contrast Boosting Lens™ combined with SHRED.wide™ lenses and   

 frames deliver unmatched performance and experience
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contRaSt | ShRed.contrast Boosting lens™
 Selective Wavelength Filter

 Optimized to deliver the best vision of the snow under all conditions

 Specific focus on flat light performance

everyone else ...

everyone else ...

everyone else ...

#Seemore

+

=



go FRom
vhS to hd.
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SimPliFy+

If you’re looking for the best performing ski and snowboard goggle that defeats 

flat light while providing the widest field of vision in the game and a sleek, almost 

frameless cylindrical lens style, then SHRED. Simplify is your best choice. It features 

CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) and NODISTORTION™ technology to enhance  

contrast and image definition, SHRED.wide™ to maximize field of view, and a 1-2-3 

SHRED REPLACEMENT SYSTEM™ that in just 3 easy steps lets you swap between the 

included “sun and clouds” and “snow and overcast” CBL lenses. Unleash your  

potential and take control of the mountains for endless fun. SHRED. Simplify is  

compatible with prescription glasses (OTG).

FeatuReS:

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for 

all weather and light conditions.

ShRed.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view. 

ShRed. nodiStoRtion™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal 

clear vision during altitude change.

1-2-3 ShRed. RePlacement SyStem™ | 3-step quick and easy lens replacement.  

ShRed. otg | Designed to provide compatibility and comfort with prescription glasses.

ShRed. noclog™ | Hydrophobic treatment on vents to reduce clogging from snow 

or water and help prevent fogging.

tech SPecS:

lenS | 2 Ultra-high-optical-precision molded, cylindrical double lenses with tapered 

thickness to optimize vision at all angles and enhance impact protection |  

100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog

FRame | Width: 195 mm | Height: 105 mm 

StRaP | Width: 50 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system

weight | 175 g

in the Box:

1 pair of SHRED. Simplify goggles | 1 SHRED. CBL™ bonus lens |  

2 SHRED. goggle soft cases: one for your goggles and one for your bonus lens | 

SHRED. sticker kit

otg | BonuS lenS
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CODE: GOSIMj16A

lenS 1: CBL HERO MIRROR 
VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

gRey

P - 9

CODE: GOSIMK19A

lenS 1: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

i’m Blue 

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST 

CODE: GOSIMj13A

lenS 1: CBL HERO MIRROR 
VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow navy/RuSt 

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

CODE: GOSIMK18A

lenS 1: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

PSychoactive

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

CODE: GOSIMK21A

lenS 1: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow yellow 

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

CODE: GOSIMj11A

lenS 1: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black 

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST 

CODE: GOSIMj12A

lenS 1: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow white 

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

otg | BonuS lenS
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rariFy+ 
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If you’re hunting for the best goggle with a large spherical lens that kills both flat 

light and eliminates tunnel-like vision, turn to the SHRED. Rarify, a ski and snow-

board goggle that also offers superior fit and comfort. The 2 lenses included with 

the goggle—a “sun and clouds” lens and a “snow and overcast” lens—feature  

CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) and NODISTORTION™ technology to enhance  

contrast and image definition while SHRED.wide™ maximizes field of view, giving  

you the control, confidence, and style you need to reach the next level of perfor-

mance and stoke. SHRED. Rarify is compatible with prescription glasses (OTG).

FeatuReS:

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for 

all weather and light conditions.

ShRed.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view. 

ShRed. nodiStoRtion™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal 

clear vision during altitude change.

ShRed. otg | Designed to provide compatibility and comfort with prescription glasses.  

ShRed. noclog™ | Hydrophobic treatment on vents to reduce clogging from snow 

or water and help prevent fogging.

tech SPecS:

lenS | 2 Ultra-high-optical-precision molded, spherical double lenses with tapered 

thickness to optimize vision at all angles and enhance impact protection. |  

100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog

FRame | Width: 190 mm | Height: 105 mm 

StRaP | Width: 50 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system

weight | 150 g

in the Box:

1 pair of SHRED. Rarify goggles | 1 SHRED. CBL™ Bonus lens | 2 SHRED. goggle soft 

cases: one for your goggles and one for your Bonus lens | SHRED. sticker kit

otg | BonuS lenS
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CODE: GORARj11A 

lenS 1: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black+

 
lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

CODE: GORARj16A 

lenS 1: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

gRey+

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

CODE: GORARj13A 

lenS 1: CBL HERO MIRROR 
VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow navy/RuSt+ 

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

CODE: GORARj12A

 lenS 1: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow white+ 

lenS 2: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

P - 10 P - 11

otg | BonuS lenS
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rariFy

If you’re hunting for the best goggle with a large spherical lens that kills both flat 

light and eliminates tunnel-like vision, turn to the SHRED. Rarify. This ski and snow-

board goggle offers superior fit and comfort. Its CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) 

and NODISTORTION™ technology enhance contrast and image definition while SHRED.

wide™ maximizes field of view, giving you the control, confidence, and style you need 

to elevate your performance and fuel your stoke. The SHRED. Rarify is compatible 

with prescription glasses (OTG).

FeatuReS:

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for  

all weather and light conditions.

ShRed.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view. 

ShRed. nodiStoRtion™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal 

clear vision during altitude change.

ShRed. otg | Designed to provide compatibility and comfort with prescription glasses.  

ShRed. noclog™ | Hydrophobic treatment on vents to reduce clogging from snow  

or water and help prevent fogging.

tech SPecS:

lenS | Ultra-high-optical-precision molded, spherical double lens with tapered 

thickness to optimize vision at all angles and enhance impact protection. |  

100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog

FRame | Width: 190 mm | Height: 105 mm 

StRaP | Width: 50 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system

weight | 150 g

in the Box:

1 pair of SHRED. Rarify goggles | 1 SHRED. goggle soft case | SHRED. sticker kit

otg 
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CODE: GORARK21A 

LENS: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS 

BigShow yellow 

CODE: GORARK19A 

lenS: CBL HERO MIRROR 
VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

i’m Blue CODE: GORARK18A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

 

PSychoactive

CODE: GORARK11B

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - cBl PlaSma miRRoR CODE: GORARK11C

lenS: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST 

Black - cBl Sky miRRoR

otg
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amaZiFy

Are you searching for the sleekest-looking ski and snowboard goggle that features a 

cylindrical lens, uncompromised fit and comfort, and a field of view unlike anything 

you’ve experienced before? If so, the SHRED. Amazify is the clear choice.  

Its CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) and NODISTORTION™ technology enhance  

contrast and image definition while SHRED.wide™ maximizes field of view, enabling 

you to feel strong, confident, stoked, and in control. The SHRED. Amazify is compa-

tible with prescription glasses (OTG).

FeatuReS:

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for 

all weather and light conditions.

ShRed.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view. 

ShRed. nodiStoRtion™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal 

clear vision during altitude change.

ShRed. otg | Designed to provide compatibility and comfort with prescription glasses.  

ShRed. noclog™ | Hydrophobic treatment on vents to reduce clogging from snow 

or water and help prevent fogging.

CODE: GOAMAj12A

lenS: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow white -  
cBl BlaSt miRRoR 

tech SPecS:

lenS | Ultra-high-optical-precision molded, cylindrical double lens with tapered  

thickness to optimize vision at all angles and enhance impact protection. |  

100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog

FRame | Width: 185 mm | Height: 100 mm 

StRaP | Width: 40 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system

weight | 150 g

in the Box:

1 pair of SHRED. Amazify goggles | 1 SHRED. goggle soft case | SHRED. sticker kit

CODE: GOAMAK23A

lenS: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow yellow

CODE: GOAMAj13A

lenS: CBL HERO MIRROR 
VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow navy/RuSt -  
cBl heRo miRRoR 

P - 14

otg
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BigShow white -  
cBl BlaSt miRRoR 
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CODE: GOAMAj11A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - cBl PlaSma miRRoR 

CODE: GOAMAK22A

lenS: CBL HERO MIRROR 
VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

CODE: GOAMAj18A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

cloudBReak 

Boujee CODE: GOAMAj12B

lenS: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

BigShow white - cBl Sky miRRoR 

CODE: GOAMAj13B

lenS: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

BigShow navy/RuSt - cBl Sky miRRoR  

CODE: GOAMAK21A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

coBalt CODE: GOAMAK19A

lenS: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS 

duSk FlaSh 

CODE: GOAMAj11B

lenS: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

Black - cBl Sky miRRoR

P - 15
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SmartEFy

If you’re looking for the widest field of vision ever engineered in a ski and snow-

board goggle that offers a smaller or universal fit – while also providing unrivaled 

comfort, a design that’s compatible with any helmet, and a lens that defeats flat 

light – then the SHRED. Smartefy is the goggle for you. The Smartefy’s CONTRAST 

BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) and NODISTORTION™ technology enhance contrast and image 

definition while SHRED.wide™ maximizes field of view, boosting your confidence, 

performance, style, and fun.

FeatuReS: 

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for 

all weather and light conditions. 

ShRed.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view.  

ShRed. nodiStoRtion™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal 

clear vision during altitude change. 

ShRed. noclog™ | Hydrophobic treatment on vents to reduce clogging from snow 

or water and help prevent fogging.

tech SPecS:

lenS | Ultra-high-optical-precision molded, spherical double lens with tapered thick-

ness to optimize vision at all angles and enhance impact protection. |  

100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog

FRame | Width: 180 mm | Height: 100 mm 

StRaP | Width: 40 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system

weight | 140 g

in the Box:

1 pair of SHRED. Smartefy goggles | 1 SHRED. goggle soft case | SHRED. sticker kit

CODE: GOSMAK19A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Boujee
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CODE: GOSMAj11A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - cBl PlaSma miRRoR

P - 17

CODE: GOSMAj18A

lenS: CBL HERO MIRROR 
VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

cloudBReak 

CODE: GOSMAK21A

lenS: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

CODE: GOSMAj11B

lenS: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

Black - cBl Sky miRRoR

CODE: GOSMAK23A

lenS: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

coBalt

CODE: GOSMAj13A

lenS: CBL HERO MIRROR 
VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow navy/RuSt -  
cBl heRo miRRoR

BigShow yellow 

CODE: GOSMAj12A

lenS: CBL BLAST MIRROR 
VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow white -  
cBl BlaSt miRRoR CODE: GOSMAj12B

lenS: CBL SKY MIRROR 
VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

BigShow white - 
cBl Sky miRRoR 
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mONOclE

Are you searching for a versatile ski and snowboard goggle that’s extremely flexible 

and durable while also offering a retro look, an uninhibited field of view, the ability 

to see details on the snow in all conditions, and outstanding comfort and fit? If so, 

look no further than the SHRED. Monocle. To truly transform how you experience the 

mountains, its CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) and NODISTORTION™ technology 

(available in select models) enhance contrast and image definition while SHRED.

wide™ maximizes field of view.

FeatuReS: 

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for 

all weather and light conditions.* 

ShRed.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view. 

ShRed. nodiStoRtion™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal 

clear vision during altitude change.* 

ShRed. noclog™ | Hydrophobic treatment on vents to reduce clogging from snow 

or water and help prevent fogging.

*Available in select models

CODE: GOMONj11A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - cBl PlaSma miRRoR

tech SPecS: 

lenS | Cylindrical double lens | 100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog 

FRame | Width: 185 mm | Height: 105 mm 

StRaP | Width: 40 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system 

weight | 130 g

in the Box: 

1 pair of SHRED. Monocle goggles | 1 SHRED. goggle soft case. | SHRED. sticker kit

P - 19
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*Does not feature SHRED. CBL and NoDistortion

CODE: GOMONj15A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

cloudBReak 

CODE: GOMONK16A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

CODE: GOMONj11B

lenS: SILVER MIRROR** 
VLT: 23% - CAT: S 2  | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - SilveR miRRoR

CODE: GOMONj13A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow navy

Boujee 

CODE: GOMONj12A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow white 

CODE: GOMONK18A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow yellow - cBl PlaSma

**Does not feature shred. CBL and NoDistortion

CODE: GOMONK11C

lenS: LOW LIGHT SILVER** 
VLT: 52% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

Black - low light SilveRCODE: GOMONK18B

lenS: LOW LIGHT SILVER** 
VLT: 52% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST

BigShow yellow -  
low light SilveR

P - 19
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NaStiFy 

If you’re looking for a simple yet stylish ski and snowboard goggle that is smaller 

fitting and that provides a wide field of vision, unrivaled fit and comfort, and  

superior lens technology to defeat flat light, then choose the SHRED. Nastify.  

Its CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) and NODISTORTION™ technology (available in 

select models) enhance contrast and image definition while SHRED.wide™ maximizes 

field of view. And for exceptional comfort, it has an especially flexible frame. The 

Nastify gives you the confidence and control you need to boost your fun on the 

mountain.

FeatuReS: 

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for 

all weather and light conditions.* 

ShRed.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view.  

ShRed. nodiStoRtion™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal 

clear vision during altitude change.*

*Available in select models

tech SPecS:

lenS | Cylindrical double lens | 100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog

FRame | Width: 165 mm | Height: 100 mm

StRaP | Width: 40 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system

weight | 130 g

in the Box:

1 pair of SHRED. Nastify goggles | 1 SHRED. goggle soft case | SHRED. sticker kit

duSk FlaSh

Boujee 

P - 20 P - 21

CODE: GONASK21A 

lenS: SILVER MIRROR** 
VLT: 23% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

CODE: GONASK22A

lenS: SILVER MIRROR** 
VLT: 23% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

CODE: GONASK11C

lenS: LOW LIGHT SILVER** 
VLT: 52% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST 
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NaStiFy 

CODE: GONASj18A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

CODE: GONASj11B

lenS: SILVER MIRROR** 
VLT: 23% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - SilveR miRRoR

CODE: GONASK19A

lenS: SILVER MIRROR** 
VLT: 23% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

coBaltCODE: GONASj12A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow white

cloudBReak 

CODE: GONASj11A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - cBl PlaSma miRRoR

CODE: GONASj13A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS 

BigShow navy 

P - 21

CODE: GONASK11C

lenS: LOW LIGHT SILVER** 
VLT: 52% - CAT: S 1 | SNOW AND OVERCAST 

Black - low light SilveR

**Does not feature shred. CBL and NoDistortion
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WONdErFy

If you have a small face and are searching for a ski and snowboard goggle that 

defeats flat light while also offering a wide field of vision and superior fit and 

comfort, you can count on the SHRED. Wonderfy to meet your needs. With CONTRAST 

BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) and NODISTORTION™ technology (available in select models) 

to enhance contrast and image definition and SHRED.wide™ to maximize your field 

of view, the Wonderfy elevates your confidence so you can reach the next level of 

performance, style, and fun.

FeatuReS: 

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for 

all weather and light conditions.* 

ShRed.wide™ | Goggles designed and engineered to maximize your field of view. 

ShRed. nodiStoRtion™ | Pressure regulation valve technology to provide crystal 

clear vision during altitude change.*

*Available in select models

tech SPecS:  

lenS | Cylindrical double lens | 100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog 

FRame | Width: 168 mm | Height: 95 mm 

StRaP | Width: 40 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system 

weight | 130 g

in the Box: 

1 pair of SHRED. Wonderfy goggles | 1 SHRED. goggle soft case | SHRED. sticker kit

P - 22

CODE: GOWONK16A

lenS: CARAMEL** VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND OVERCAST

**Does not feature shred. CBL and NoDistortion
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CODE: GOWONj13A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow navy

CODE: GOWO00Nj12A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

BigShow white

CODE: GOWONj11A

lenS: CBL PLASMA MIRROR 
VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - cBl PlaSma miRRoR

CODE: GOWONj11B

lenS: SILVER MIRROR** 
VLT: 23% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND CLOUDS

Black - SilveR miRRoR

miNi

To rip as hard as you do and share your love for skiing and snowboarding, your little 

buddy needs the right gear—including a goggle that offers exceptional comfort and the 

best optical precision available on the market. And this can only be found in the SHRED. 

Mini. The Mini’s molded spherical lens with Super Anti-Fog provides ultra-high optical 

precision and impact protection to ensure clear vision even on the most challenging 

days, allowing young skiers and snowboarders to gain the confidence and control to rip 

at the next level and have the time of their lives.

FeatuReS: 

SuPeR anti-Fog | Double lenses combined with a unique heavy duty hydrophilic treat-

ment on the inner lens.  

gRiP on StRaP | A special design on the inside of the strap to ensure the goggles stay 

in place and don’t slip off.

tech SPecS: 

lenS | Ultra-high-optical-precision molded, spherical double lens with tapered  

thickness to optimize vision at all angles and enhance impact protection. |  

100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection | Super Anti-Fog 

FRame | Width: 155 mm | Height: 85 mm  

StRaP | Width: 40 mm | Double silicone line backing | 2-point slide adjustment system

weight | 120 g

in the Box: 1 pair of SHRED. Mini goggles | 1 SHRED. goggle soft case | SHRED. sticker kit

CODE: GOMINK12A

lenS: RUBY VLT: 34% - CAT: S 2 | SUN AND OVERCAST

P - 23
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GOGGlES PUrcHaSE GUidE

Use a tape measure to find your head 

circumference. You should measure 

from the mid of the forehead above the 

ears to the back of the head.

We continuously adjust our size charts based on the feedback we receive from 
the market. For the latest size information on all of our products please visit 
shredoptics.com
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mOldEd dOUBlE lENSES

SimPliFy+ RaRiFy+ RaRiFy amaziFy SmaRteFy monocle naStiFy wondeRFy mini

molded √

FlexiBle

contRaSt BooSting lenS™

1-2-3 ShRed. lenS RePlacement 
SyStem

nodiStoRtion™

ShRed.wide™

oveR-the-glaSSeS

BonuS contRaSt BooSting lenS™

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

*

*

*

*

*

*

*Available in select models

SuggeSted Fit head ciRcumFeRence 

eu/cm uS/in

SimPliFy+ M to XL 55–63 21.65’’-24.8’’

RaRiFy+ M to XL 55–63 21.65’’-24.8’’

amaziFy S to L 54–62 21.25’’-24.4’’

SmaRteFy XS to M 52–61 20.5’’-24’’

monocle M to XL 54–62 21.25’’-24.4’’

naStiFy XS to M 51–60 20.1’’-23.6’’

wondeRFy XXS to S 50–59 19.7’’-23.25’’

mini MINI 49–55 19.3’’-21.65’’

GOGGlES SiZE GUidE

m
a

in
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ea
tu
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S

le
n

S 
te

ch
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mOldEd dOUBlE lENSES

SimPliFy | RaRiFy
amaziFy | SmaRteFy | mini

Black 
BLACK | VLT: 8% - CAT: S 4 

cBl BlaSt miRRoR
CBL ROSE BROWN / MULTILAYER BLAST | VLT: 20% - CAT: S 2

cBl PlaSma miRRoR
CBL GREEN / MULTILAYER PLASMA | VLT: 15% - CAT: S 3

cBl heRo miRRoR
CBL GREEN / MULTILAYER GOLD | VLT: 14% - CAT: S 3

cBl Sky miRRoR
CBL AMBER / MULTILAYER BLUE | VLT: 45% - CAT: S 1

yellow
YELLOW | VLT: 72% - CAT: S 1

RuBy
PINK | VLT: 34% - CAT: S 2

cleaR
CLEAR | VLT: 81% - CAT: S O

Black | code
SIMPLIFY: LESIMjD12 | RARIFY: LERARjD17 
AMAzIFY: LEAMAjD11 | SMARTEFY: LESMAjD13 
MINI: LEMINjD11

cBl heRo miRRoR | code
SIMPLIFY: LESIMjD29 | RARIFY: LERARjD43 
AMAzIFY: LEAMAjD35 | SMARTEFY: LESMAjD36 

cBl PlaSma miRRoR | code
SIMPLIFY: LESIMjD27 | RARIFY: LERARjD34 
AMAzIFY: LEAMAjD32 | SMARTEFY: LESMAjD34

cBl BlaSt miRRoR | code
SIMPLIFY: LESIMjD32 | RARIFY: LERARjD42 
AMAzIFY: LEAMAjD36 | SMARTEFY: LESMAjD39

RuBy | code
SIMPLIFY: LESIMjD21 | RARIFY: LERARjD19 
AMAzIFY: LEAMAjD28 | SMARTEFY: LESMAjD18 
MINI: LEMINjD13

cBl Sky miRRoR | code
SIMPLIFY: LESIMjD31 | RARIFY: LERARjD41 
AMAzIFY: LEAMAjD34 | SMARTEFY: LESMAjD38

yellow | code
SIMPLIFY: LESIMjD24 | RARIFY: LERARjD23 
AMAzIFY: LEAMAjD24 | SMARTEFY: LESMAjD22

cleaR | code
SIMPLIFY: LESIMjD25 | RARIFY: LERARjD24 
AMAzIFY: LEAMAjD25 | SMARTEFY: LESMAjD23

BRIGHT SUN SUN AND CLOUDS SNOW AND OVERCAST
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monocle | naStiFy
wondeRFy

cleaR
CLEAR | VLT: 81% - CAT: S O

yellow 
YELLOW | VLT: 67% - CAT: S 1

caRamel 
CARAMEL | VLT: 53% - CAT: S 1

cBl PlaSma miRRoR
CBL GREEN / MULTILAYER PLASMA | VLT: 16% - CAT: S 3

SilveR miRRoR
CARAMEL / SILVER MIRROR | VLT: 23% - CAT: S 2

cBl PlaSma miRRoR | code
MONOCLE: LEMONjD34 
NASTIFY: LENASjD11 
WONDERFY: LEWONjD11

SilveR miRRoR | code
MONOCLE: LEMONjD11 
NASTIFY: LENASjD12 
WONDERFY: LEWONjD12

low light SilveR | code
MONOCLE: LEMONKD35 
NASTIFY: LENASKD17

caRamel | code
MONOCLE: LEMONjD22 
NASTIFY: LENASjD14 
WONDERFY: LEWONjD14

yellow | code
MONOCLE: LEMONjD21 
NASTIFY: LENASjD15 
WONDERFY: LEWONjD15

cleaR | code
MONOCLE: LEMONjD17 
NASTIFY: LENASjD16 
WONDERFY: LEWONjD16

low light SilveR
LIGHT PINK / FLASH SILVER | VLT: 52% - CAT: S 1

cyliNdrical dOUBlE lENSES

BRIGHT SUN SUN AND CLOUDS SNOW AND OVERCAST
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cleaR
CLEAR | VLT: 81% - CAT: S O
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SiNGlE lENSES & accESSOriES

RoSe
ROSE | VLT: 56% - CAT: S 1

yellow
YELLOW | VLT: 74% - CAT.: S 1

cleaR
CLEAR | VLT: 90% - CAT.: S 0

SilveR miRRoR
GREY / SILVER MIRROR | VLT: 25% - CAT: S 2

SilveR miRRoR | code 
MONOCLE: LEMONjS12 
NASTIFY: LENASjS21 
WONDERFY: LEWONjS21

RoSe | code
MONOCLE: LEMONjS16 
NASTIFY: LENASjS26 
WONDERFY: LEWONjS26

YELLOW | code
MONOCLE: LEMONjS15 
NASTIFY: LENASjS25 
WONDERFY: LEWONjS25

cleaR | code
MONOCLE: LEMONjS18 
NASTIFY: LENASjS27 
WONDERFY: LEWONjS27

goggle caSe
CODE: ACBOCj11

monocle | naStiFy
wondeRFy

cyliNdrical dOUBlE lENSES

SNOW AND OVERCAST BRIGHT SUN SUN AND CLOUDS SNOW AND OVERCAST

goggle micRoFiBeR  
Bag
CODE: ACGOBj11PACKS OF 25 PIECES
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Slam caP noShock 2.0 
(1) in-mold | (2) soft-ear  

(3) S: 52-55 cm | M: 56-58 cm | L: 59-62 cm

totality noShock 
(1) hard shell | (2) soft-ear  

(3) S: 51-55 cm | M: 55-59 cm | L: 59-63 cm

BaSheR ultimate 
(1) hard shell | (2) hard-ear  

(3) S/M: 53-56 cm | M/L: 56-59 cm | L/XL: 60-63 cm

BaSheR 
(1) hard shell | (2) hard-ear  

(3) S: 51-54 cm | M: 54-57.5 cm | L: 58-61 cm

(1) conStRuction | (2) tyPe | (3) Size Range | (4) cuStomeR Fit RePoRt

OVErViEW

SNUG REGULAR ROOMY(4) 

notion noShock 
(1) hybrid | (2) soft-ear  

(3) S: 51-55 cm | M: 55-59 cm | L: 59-63 cm

SNUG REGULAR ROOMY(4) 

SNUG REGULAR ROOMY(4) 

SNUG REGULAR ROOMY(4) SNUG REGULAR ROOMY(4) 

Slam caP noShock 
(1) in-mold | (2) soft-ear  

(3) S: 52-55 cm | M: 56-58 cm | L: 59-62 cm

SNUG REGULAR ROOMY(4) 

totality 
(1) hard shell (2) soft-ear  

(3) S: 51-55 cm | M: 55-59 cm | L: 59-63 cm

SNUG REGULAR ROOMY(4) 
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helmet Relative movement 

helmet Relative movement

To boost your confidence and fun, SHRED.’s Smart Impact Protection  

System™ effectively combats both rotational and linear forces. Simply put, 

this reduces harmful forces transmitted to your brain. SHRED.’s Rotational 

Energy System™ offers the lightest and thinnest solution for addressing  

rotational forces while Slytech™ Shock Absorption maximizes the helmet’s 

ability to dissipate linear impact energy. Unleash your potential with  

SHRED.’s Smart Impact Protection System.™

P - 30

Powered by ShRed.’s  
Rotational energy System™
and Slytech™ Shock absorption.

Smart imPact 
PrOtEctiON

HElmEt tEcHNOlOGy

Slytech™ Shock  
aBSoRPtion By ShRed.

Protection from linear impacts

Protection from rotational forces

ShRed. Rotational 
eneRgy SyStem™
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+ =
Rotational imPact PRotection lineaR imPact PRotection SmaRt imPact PRotection

HElmEt tEcHNOlOGy
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NOtiON NOSHOcK HElmEt By SHrEd.
meet the notion. this premium helmet checks all the boxes. 

Protection from rotational forces

ShRed. Rotational 
eneRgy SyStem™

Enhances linear absorption

Maximizes ventilation

| Odor protection

ventilation
3 Positions

Top | Back | Sides

Single Switch

| Avalanche reflector

| Magnetic closure

Slytech™ Shock  
aBSoRPtion By ShRed.

Protection from linear impacts

Smart impact Protection made even Smarter. 
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NOtiON NOSHOcK HElmEt By SHrEd.
meet the notion. this premium helmet checks all the boxes. 

NOtiON NOSHOcK

MATTE

SMALL 52-55 cm 
MEDIUM 56-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

 

Black/ 
chaRcoal
CODE: HENTNK11S 
CODE: HENTNK11M 
CODE: HENTNK11L

MATTE

SMALL 52-55 cm 
MEDIUM 56-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

gRey
CODE: HENTNK13S 
CODE: HENTNK13M 
CODE: HENTNK13L

MATTE

SMALL 52-55 cm 
MEDIUM 56-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

navy
CODE: HENTNK12S 
CODE: HENTNK12M 
CODE: HENTNK12L

If you’re a skier or snowboarder searching for a premium helmet that boosts your con-

fidence by offering unrivaled technology to absorb both rotational and linear energy—

while also striking the perfect balance between being lightweight and durable— 

look no further than the Notion NoShock. Equipped with SHRED.’s SMART IMPACT 

PROTECTION SYSTEM™, this new flagship helmet pairs SHRED.'s ROTATIONAL ENERGY 

SYSTEM™ (RES)—which is the lightest and thinnest solution for addressing rotational 

forces—with the helmet’s integrated honeycomb-cone-structured SLYTECH™ SHOCK 

ABSORPTION to create an unparalleled synergy for combating linear and multi-directi-

onal forces. Its hybrid construction combines the durability of a hard shell upper with 

the weight savings of an in-molded lower shell and sidewalls. A unique 3-position switch 

allows you to control the top, back, and side vents simultaneously. A passive RECCO 

reflector further enhances your safety while the helmet’s Fidlock magnetic closure 

offers security and convenience. The Notion NoShock boosts your confidence, allowing 

you to charge harder and amplify your fun.

FeatuReS: 

ShRed. Rotational eneRgy SyStem™ | Patent-pending technology that manages 

the effects of rotational accelerations to the head on impact by allowing a relative 

movement between the helmet and the head through the use of ultra-thin, multi- 

directional absorption units made with an elastic layer.  

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | SHRED.’s patented solution to increase linear 

impact energy dissipation. It integrates a slow memory honeycomb cone structure 

into the helmet’s EPS impact absorption element. 

xt2® | Anti-microbial technology to provide permanent odor protection. 

ventilation | 3-position switch controls top, back and side vents simultaneously. 

Recco | Integrated reflector with passive technology that enables rescue  

professionals to search for you in the event of an avalanche or if lost outdoors. 

Fidlock | Magnetic closure to enhance convenience, security, and efficiency. 

hexaFlow | Three-dimensional EPS with channels to enhance linear impact  

absorption and maximize ventilation.

tech SPecS:

conStRuction | Hybrid | Integrated Slytech™ NoShock honeycomb | 16 vents

SaFety StandaRdS | EN1077B (Europe snow) | ASTMF2040 (USA snow) 

mateRial | PC | SHRED. Shield toughened ABS | Super Light EPS |  

Slytech™ Shock Absorption 

weight | 495 g [Size S]

in the Box:

1 SHRED. Notion NoShock helmet | 1 SHRED. soft helmet bag | SHRED. sticker kit

BackcountRy | all mtn | FReeRide new
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Slam-caP NOSHOcK 2.0

MATTE

SMALL 52-55 cm 
MEDIUM 56-58 cm 

LARGE 59-62 cm

gRey
CODE: HESCNK17S 
CODE: HESCNK17M 
CODE: HESCNK17L

If you’re looking to venture into the backcountry or lap the resort with a superlight 

in-mold ski and snowboard helmet that offers a superior fit, exceptional comfort, and 

unrivaled technology that provides both rotational and linear energy absorption, the 

SHRED. Slam-Cap NoShock 2.0 is the clear contender. Its SMART IMPACT PROTECTION 

SYSTEM™ pairs SHRED.'s ROTATIONAL ENERGY SYSTEM™ (RES) — which is the lightest and 

thinnest solution for addressing rotational forces—with the helmet’s integrated honey-

comb-cone-structured SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION to create an unparalleled synergy 

for combating linear and multi-directional forces. Reflecting SHRED.’s commitment to 

continual refinement, the Slam-Cap NoShock 2.0 features an improved fit for even gre-

ater comfort. Thanks to the Slam-Cap NoShock 2.0, you can charge with confidence and 

boost your performance, style, and fun.

FeatuReS: 

ShRed. Rotational eneRgy SyStem™ | Patented technology that manages the effects of 

rotational accelerations to the head on impact. It allows a relative movement between the 

helmet and the head through the use of ultra-thin and ultra-light elastic absorption units.  

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | SHRED.’s patented solution to increase linear impact  

energy dissipation. It integrates a slow memory honeycomb cone structure into the  

helmet’s EPS impact absorption element. 

xt2® | Anti-microbial technology to provide permanent odor protection. 

ventilation | 3-position switch protected by durable housing.

tech SPecS:  

conStRuction | In-Mold | Integrated Slytech™ NoShock honeycomb | 14 vents 

SaFety StandaRdS | EN1077B (Europe snow) | ASTMF2040 (USA snow) |  

EN1078 (Europe bike) | CPSC (USA bike) 

mateRial | PC | Super Light EPS | Slytech™ Shock Absorption 

weight | 420 g [Size S]

 

in the Box:

1 SHRED. Slam-Cap NoShock 2.0 helmet | 1 SHRED. soft helmet bag | SHRED. sticker kit

BackcountRy | all mtn | FReeRidenew Fit
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BackcountRy | all mtn | FReeRide

Slam-caP NOSHOcK

If you’re looking to venture into the backcountry or lap the resort with a superlight 

in-mold ski and snowboard helmet that offers a superior fit, exceptional comfort, 

and unrivaled technology that provides both rotational and linear energy absorption, 

the SHRED. Slam-Cap NoShock is the clear contender. Its SMART IMPACT PROTECTION 

SYSTEM™ pairs SHRED.'s ROTATIONAL ENERGY SYSTEM™ (RES)—which is the lightest and 

thinnest solution for addressing rotational forces—with the helmet’s integrated honey-

comb-cone-structured SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION to create an unparalleled synergy 

for combating linear and multi-directional forces. Thanks to the Slam-Cap NoShock, you 

can charge with confidence and boost your performance, style, and fun.

MATTE

SMALL 52-55 cm 
MEDIUM 56-58 cm 

LARGE 59-62 cm

 

Black
CODE: HESCNj11S 
CODE: HESCNj11M 
CODE: HESCNj11L

MATTE

SMALL 52-55 cm 
MEDIUM 56-58 cm 

LARGE 59-62 cm

FeatuReS: 

ShRed. Rotational eneRgy SyStem™ | Patented technology that manages the effects of 

rotational accelerations to the head on impact. It allows a relative movement between the 

helmet and the head through the use of ultra-thin and ultra-light elastic absorption units.  

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | SHRED.’s patented solution to increase linear impact 

energy dissipation. It integrates a slow memory honeycomb cone structure into the  

helmet’s EPS impact absorption element. 

xt2® | Anti-microbial technology to provide permanent odor protection. 

ventilation | 3-position switch protected by durable housing.

tech SPecS:

conStRuction | In-Mold | Integrated Slytech™ NoShock honeycomb | 14 vents

SaFety StandaRdS | EN1077B (Europe snow) | ASTMF2040 (USA snow) |  

EN1078 (Europe bike) | CPSC (USA bike)

mateRial | PC | Super Light EPS | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

weight | 420 g [Size S]

in the Box:  

1 SHRED. Slam-Cap NoShock helmet | 1 SHRED. soft helmet bag | SHRED. sticker kit

 

navy
CODE: HESCNj12S 
CODE: HESCNj12M 
CODE: HESCNj12L
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MATTE

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

gRey/yellow
CODE: HETTNK19S 
CODE: HETTNK19M 
CODE: HETTNK19L

MATTE

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

duSk FlaSh
CODE: HETTNK18S 
CODE: HETTNK18M 
CODE: HETTNK18L

MATTE

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

gRey
CODE: HETTNj14S 
CODE: HETTNj14M 
CODE: HETTNj14L

MATTE

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

 

Black
CODE: HETTNj11S 
CODE: HETTNj11M
CODE: HETTNj11L

MATTE

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

navy
CODE: HETTNj12S 
CODE: HETTNj12M 
CODE: HETTNj12L

Are you searching for a lightweight yet extremely durable hard shell ski and snowboard 

helmet that offers a superior fit and comfort and features unrivaled technology to 

address both rotational and linear energy absorption? Then the Totality NoShock is the 

perfect choice. Its SMART IMPACT PROTECTION SYSTEM™ pairs SHRED.'s ROTATIONAL 

ENERGY SYSTEM™ (RES)—which is the lightest and thinnest solution for addressing rotati-

onal forces—with the helmet’s integrated honeycomb-cone-structured SLYTECH™ SHOCK 

ABSORPTION to create an unparalleled synergy for combating linear and multi-directi-

onal forces. The Totality NoShock gives you the confidence you need to reach the next 

level, feel like a pro, and have fun.

FeatuReS:

ShRed. Rotational eneRgy SyStem™ | Patent-pending technology that manages 

the effects of rotational accelerations to the head on impact by allowing a relative mo-

vement between the helmet and the head through the use of ultra-thin, multi-directional 

absorption units made with an elastic layer.

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | SHRED.’s patented solution to increase linear impact 

energy dissipation. It integrates a slow memory honeycomb cone structure into the 

helmet’s EPS impact absorption element. 

xt2® | Anti-microbial technology to provide permanent odor protection. 

ventilation | Strategic vent system to channel warm air from the goggles and the front 

of the helmet to its back, preventing goggles from fogging and the head from sweating. 

Sl chin guaRd | Fully compatible with SHRED. Soft-Ear Chin Guards.

tOtality NOSHOcK

tech SPecS:

conStRuction | Hard Shell | Integrated Slytech™ NoShock honeycomb | 12 vents

SaFety StandaRdS | EN1077B (Europe snow) | ASTMF2040 (USA snow)

mateRial | SHRED. Shield toughened ABS | Super Light EPS | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

weight | 460 g [Size S]

in the Box:  

1 SHRED. Totality NoShock helmet | 1 SHRED. soft helmet bag | SHRED. sticker kit

all mtn | FReeRide | Race (Sl)
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gRey/yellow
CODE: HETTNK19S 
CODE: HETTNK19M 
CODE: HETTNK19L

duSk FlaSh
CODE: HETTNK18S 
CODE: HETTNK18M 
CODE: HETTNK18L

navy
CODE: HETTNj12S 
CODE: HETTNj12M 
CODE: HETTNj12L

tOtality NOSHOcK
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all mtn | FReeRide | Race (Sl)

tOtality

Are you searching for a lightweight ski and snowboard helmet that addresses rotati-

onal energy absorption while also providing an unrivaled fit and style? Then look no 

further than the SHRED. Totality. Thanks to its ROTATIONAL ENERGY SYSTEM™ (RES)—

which is the lightest and thinnest solution for addressing rotational forces—and a 

ventilation system that maximizes vision and comfort by using 12 vents to pull warm 

air from your goggles and helmet, the Totality provides the performance, safety, 

confidence, and style you need to feel like a pro and have fun.

FeatuReS:

ShRed. Rotational eneRgy SyStem™ | Patent-pending technology that manages 

the effects of rotational accelerations to the head on impact by allowing a relative 

movement between the helmet and the head through the use of ultra-thin, multi- 

directional absorption units made with an elastic layer.

ventilation | Strategic vent system to channel warm air from the goggles and the 

front of the helmet to its back, preventing goggles from fogging and the head  

from sweating.

Sl chin guaRd | Fully compatible with SHRED. Soft-Ear Chin Guards.

tech SPecS: 

conStRuction | Hard Shell | 12 vents

SaFety StandaRdS | EN1077B (Europe snow) | ASTMF2040 (USA snow)

mateRial | SHRED. Shield toughened ABS | Super Light EPS

weight | 460 g [Size S]

in the Box:

1 SHRED. Totality helmet | 1 SHRED. soft helmet bag | SHRED. sticker kit

GOSSY

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm

 

CODE: HETTMK22S 
CODE: HETTMK22M

MATTE

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm 

coBalt
CODE: HETTLK21S 
CODE: HETTLK21M 

GLOSSY

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

 

Black
CODE: HETTLj15S 
CODE: HETTLj15M
CODE: HETTLj15L

GLOSSY

SMALL 51-55 cm 
MEDIUM 55-59 cm 

LARGE 59-63 cm

white
CODE: HETTLj16S 
CODE: HETTLj16M 
CODE: HETTLj16L
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BaSHEr UltimatE

MATTE

SMALL/MEDIUM 53-56 cm 
MEDIUM/LARGE 56-59 cm 
LARGE/X-LARGE 60-63 cm

 

Black
CODE: HEBSUj11S
CODE: HEBSUj11M
CODE: HEBSUj11L

white
CODE: HEBSUj12S 
CODE: HEBSUj12M

GLOSSY

SMALL/MEDIUM 53-56 cm 
MEDIUM/LARGE 56-59 cm

MATTE

SMALL/MEDIUM 53-56 cm 
MEDIUM/LARGE 56-59 cm

gRey
CODE: HEBSUj14S 
CODE: HEBSUj14M

Are you a ski racer searching for the best-performing FIS-certified helmet that not 

only has the lowest profile, fits great, and looks amazing, but is also lightweight and 

offers unrivaled technology to address both rotational and linear energy absorpti-

on? Then the SHRED. Basher Ultimate is the perfect choice. Its ROTATIONAL ENERGY 

SYSTEM™ (RES)—which is the lightest and thinnest solution for addressing rotational 

forces—is paired with Casidion™—a nanotechnology-based impact liner that’s thinner 

and lighter than those used in other racing helmets—to create an unparalleled  

synergy for combating linear and multi-directional forces. Charge with confidence 

and boost your performance, style, and fun.

FeatuReS:

ShRed. Rotational eneRgy SyStem™ | Patent-pending technology that manages 

the effects of rotational accelerations to the head on impact by allowing a relative 

movement between the helmet and the head through the use of ultra-thin, multi-di-

rectional absorption units made with an elastic layer.

caSidion™ | Revolutionary nanotech foam that goes beyond the performance of 

traditional materials. This absorption element offers protection even in the case of 

repeated impacts and provides an extraordinarily high impact absorption efficiency, 

allowing it to be thinner and lighter than other commonly used components.

xt2® | Anti-microbial technology to provide permanent odor protection. 

FiS Rh 2013 | Certified according to FIS RH 2013 ski racing helmet safety standards.

CUSTOM FIT KIT | An additional set of thicker pads and ear pieces to fine tune the 

helmet’s fit.

Sl chin guaRd | Fully compatible with SHRED. Hard-Ear Chin Guards.

tech SPecS:  

conStRuction | Tapered Hard Shell with CASIDION™ Nanotech 

SaFety StandaRdS | FIS RH 2013 | EN1077A (Europe snow hard ears) |  

ASTMF2040 (USA snow)

mateRial | SHRED. Shield toughened ABS | CASIDION Nanotech 

FiS Rh 2013 laBel | This helmet carries the official FIS RH 2013 compliance label

weight | 615 g [Size S/M]

in the Box:

1 SHRED. Basher Ultimate helmet | 1 SHRED. soft helmet bag | SHRED. Basher Ultimate 

Custom Fit Kit (spare comfort pads and ear pads) | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

MATTE

SMALL/MEDIUM 53-56 cm 
MEDIUM/LARGE 56-59 cm 
LARGE/X-LARGE 60-63 cm

 

duSk FlaSh
CODE: HEBSUK21S
CODE: HEBSUK21M
CODE: HEBSUK21L

FiS ceRtiFied
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white
CODE: HEBSUj12S 
CODE: HEBSUj12M

FiS ceRtiFied

BaSHEr

GLOSSY

SMALL 51-54 cm 
MEDIUM 54-57,5 cm

CODE: HEBSMK23S 
CODE: HEBSMK23M

GLOSSY

SMALL 51-54 cm 
MEDIUM 54-57,5 cm 

LARGE 58-61 cm

 

Black
CODE: HEBSRj15S 
CODE: HEBSRj15M 
CODE: HEBSRj15L

navy
CODE: HEBSRj16S 
CODE: HEBSRj16M 
CODE: HEBSRj16L

MATTE

SMALL 51-54 cm 
MEDIUM 54-57,5 cm 

LARGE 58-61 cm

MATTE

SMALL 51-54 cm 
MEDIUM 54-57,5 cm

coBalt
CODE: HEBSRK22S 
CODE: HEBSRK22M

If you’re a ski racer searching for an FIS certified helmet that offers the best  

performance and style and features unrivaled technology to address rotational 

energy absorption, then look no further than the SHRED. Basher. Its ROTATIONAL 

ENERGY SYSTEM™ (RES)—which is the lightest and thinnest solution for addressing 

rotational forces—is paired with the helmet’s Impact Recovery Liner to create an 

exceptional synergy for combating linear and multi-directional forces. Thanks to  

the SHRED. Basher, you can charge with confidence and elevate your performance.

FeatuReS:

ShRed. Rotational eneRgy SyStem™ | Patent-pending technology that manages 

the effects of rotational accelerations to the head on impact by allowing a relative 

movement between the helmet and the head through the use of ultra-thin, multi- 

directional absorption units made with an elastic layer.

imPact RecoveRy lineR | Tough and durable EPP absorption element to provide 

superior protection during multiple impacts within a single accident.

FiS Rh 2013 | Certified according to FIS RH 2013 ski racing helmet safety standards.

cuStom Fit kit | An additional set of thicker pads and ear pieces to fine tune the 

helmet’s fit.

Sl chin guaRd | Fully compatible with SHRED. Hard-Ear Chin Guards.

tech SPecS:  

conStRuction | Tapered Hard Shell 

SaFety StandaRdS | FIS RH 2013 | EN1077A (Europe snow hard ears) |  

ASTMF2040 (USA snow)

mateRial | SHRED. Shield toughened ABS | Impact recovery EPP 

FiS Rh 2013 laBel | This helmet carries the official FIS RH 2013 compliance label

weight | 670 g [Size S]

in the Box:

1 SHRED. Basher helmet | 1 SHRED. soft helmet bag | SHRED. Basher Custom Fit Kit  

(spare comfort pads and ear pads) | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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S m l

head ciRcumFeRence head ciRcumFeRence head ciRcumFeRence

eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in

Slam-caP noShock 2.0
Slam-caP noShock 

52–55 20.5’’–21.65’’ 56–58 22.05’’–22.85” 59–62 23.25’’–24.4”

totality noShock
totality

51–55 20.1’’–21.65’’ 55–59 21.65’’–23.25” 59–63 23.25’’–24.8”

notion noShock 51–55 20.1’’–21.65’’ 55–59 21.65’’–23.25” 59–63 23.25’’–24.8”

notion noShock Slam-caP noShock totality noShock totality

hyBRid √

in-mold

haRd-Shell

Rotational eneRgy SyStem™

Slytech Shock aBSoRPtion™

ventilation 3-PoSition Switch

xt2® FaBRic

Recco® ReFlectoR

Fidlock® Buckle

Slalom chin guaRd comPatiBle

SuggeSted uSe
Backcountry | All Mountain

Freeride
Backcountry | All Mountain

Freeride
All Mountain | Freestyle

Race (SL)
All Mountain | Freestyle

Race (SL)

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√ √

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√ √
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FiS HElmEtS PUrcHaSE & SiZE GUidE

BaSheR ultimate BaSheR

hyBRid √

in-mold

haRd-Shell

Rotational eneRgy SyStem™

caSidion nanotech Shielding™

FiS StickeR

xt2® FaBRic

cuStom Fit kit

Slalom chin guaRd comPatiBle

SuggeSted uSe Race Race

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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51

20.1”

cm

in

52 53 54 55 56 57

20.5” 20.9” 21.25” 21.7” 22” 22.4” 22.85” 23.2” 23.6” 24” 24.4”

58 59 60 61 62 63

24.8”

BaSheR S BaSheR m BaSheR l

BaSheR ultimate S/m BaSheR ultimate m/l BaSheR ultimate l/xl

cm

in

Use a tape measure to find your head circumference. 

You should measure from the middle of the forehead 

above the ears to the back of the head.

We continuously adjust our size charts based on the feedback 
we receive from the market. For the latest size information 
on all of our products please visit shredoptics.com
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OVErViEW

Back  
PRotectoRS BackPack

elBow &  
knee PadS

gloveS
Ski Race  

aRm guaRdS
Ski Race  

hand guaRdS

PRotective 
ShoRtS

Ski Race  
Shin guaRdS

Ski Race  
cuStom  

PRotective  
jacketS 

Ski Race  
PRotective  

PadS
Ski Race  

chin guaRdS
Ski Race 

gloveS
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PrOtEctiON tEcHNOlOGy

Especially thin, light, and flexible, Slytech Shock Absorption 

provides protection you can forget you’re wearing—until 

you truly need it. Developed by SHRED. Co-founder and ma-

terials engineer Carlo Salmini while at MIT, this proprietary 

shock-absorbing material intelligently and progressively 

adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. By staying flexible 

when you ride but hardening when you crash, it offers endu-

ring comfort and unparalleled protection.  

Drop in with confidence with SHRED.‘s Slytech Shock 

Absorption.

Powered by ShRed.’s  
Slytech™ Shock absorption.

Ultimate  
Protection  
Performance

P - 44
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PrOtEctiON tEcHNOlOGy

Slytech™ Shock 
Absorption Unit

Developed by SHRED.’s Co-founder and MIT graduate Carlo Salmini

Protection from linear impacts

Unmatched flexibility and comfort

Unparalleled shock absorption efficiency

ShRed. | Slytech™ Shock absorption

you can forget you are wearing it...until you truly need it. 
P.S. If you can forget you‘re wearing it, there‘s no point not to use it.

P - 45
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NOSHOcK BacK PrOtEctOr

If you continually push your limits and are looking for the highest level of protection 

and enhanced support, SHRED. NoShock Back Protector is just what you need. Their 

honeycomb-cone-structured SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION provides the highest 

impact energy absorption performance (Level 2) and offers uncompromised comfort, 

flexibility, and ventilation. A 3-point belt also supports the lower back. Thanks 

to Shred’s NoShock Back Protector, you can feel strong, confident, stoked, and in 

control.

FeatuReS

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash.

Slytech™ noShock | Patent-pending honeycomb cone structure that further 

increases the performance, safety, and comfort of our proprietary Slytech™ Shock 

Absorption by reducing weight and promoting ventilation.

PROTECTOR’S LENGTH

SMALL: 49 cm / 19 in 
MEDIUM: 57 cm / 22.5 in  

LARGE: 62 cm / 24.5 in  
X-LARGE: 70 cm / 27.5 in

noShock Back  
PRotectoR naked
CODE: BPNSNj11S 
CODE: BPNSNj11M 
CODE: BPNSNj11L 
CODE: BPNSNj11XL

P - 47

SMALL 
MEDIUM 

LARGE 
X-LARGE

SPaRe Belt
CODE: ACBBNj11S 
CODE: ACBBNj11M 
CODE: ACBBNj11L 
CODE: ACBBNj11XL  

   

tech SPecS: 
comPatiBility | SHRED. NoShock Back Protector Naked | SHRED. Flexi Back Protector Naked  
conStRuction | 3-Point for multiple fit options | Belt Connectors 

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Spare Back Protector Belt 

This spare belt can be used as a replacement or if the waist strap on the back protector  
is too large or too small.

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Shock Absorption with NOSHOCK 
honeycomb cone structure  | Grip on straps | 3-point belt 
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-2 Level 2 FB (motorbike full back 
protectors) | Tested at -20°C 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

in the Box: 
1 SHRED. NoShock Back Protector Naked | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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FlEXi BacK PrOtEctOrS

Are you searching for a back protector that offers maximum comfort so you can 

forget you’re wearing protection until you truly need it? Then the SHRED. Flexi Back 

Protectors are the perfect choice. By using SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION in the 

FLEXI hexagon structure, they’re especially thin and light while also offering unriva-

led flexibility and certified impact energy absorption performance (Level 1).  

Turn to the SHRED. Flexi Back Protectors for unconstrained confidence that enables 

you to push your limits, feel like a pro, and have fun.

FeatuReS

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash.

Slytech™ Flexi | Slytech™ Shock Absorption molded with a hexagon structure is 

especially thin and light while also offering unrivaled flexibility and certified impact 

energy absorption. 

PROTECTOR’S LENGTH

SMALL: 46 cm / 18 in 
MEDIUM: 54 cm / 21 in 

LARGE: 54 cm / 21 in 
X-LARGE: 57.6 cm / 23 in

Flexi Back  
PRotectoR naked
CODE: BPFXNj11S 
CODE: BPFXNj11M 
CODE: BPFXNj11L 
CODE: BPFXNj11XL

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Flexi structure | Grip on straps |  
Adjustable velcro belt 
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB  
(motorbike central back protectors) | Also tested at -20°C 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Flexi Back Protector Naked | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

PROTECTOR’S LENGTH

SMALL: 46 cm / 18 in 
MEDIUM: 54 cm / 21 in 

LARGE: 54 cm / 21 in 
X-LARGE: 57.6 cm / 23 in

 

Flexi Back PRotectoR 
veSt ziP
CODE: BPFVzj11S 
CODE: BPFVzj11M 
CODE: BPFVzj11L 
CODE: BPFVzj11XL    

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Flexi structure |  
Super stretch Nylon vest | Velcro adjustment on each side | zipper 
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB  
(motorbike central back protectors) | Also tested at -20°C

mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Flexi Back Protector Vest zip | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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PROTECTOR’S LENGTH 
X-SMALL: 42 cm / 16,5 in

Flexi Back PRotectoR  
mini 
CODE: BPFXMj11XS

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Flexi structure | Adjustable velcro belt 
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB  
(motorbike central back protectors) | Also tested at -20°C 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Flexi Back Protector Mini | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

PROTECTOR’S LENGTH

X-SMALL: 42 cm / 16,5 in 
XX-SMALL: 36 cm / 14 in

 

Flexi Back  
PRotectoR veSt mini
CODE: BPFVMj11XS 
CODE: BPFVMj11XXS

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Flexi structure |  
Super stretch nylon vest | Velcro adjustment on each side  
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB  
(motorbike central back protectors) | Also tested at -20°C

mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Flexi Back Protector Vest Mini | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

FlEXi SNOW BacKPacK 22 + 10 lFlEXi BacK PrOtEctOrS miNi
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PROTECTOR’S LENGTH

X-SMALL: 42 cm / 16,5 in 
XX-SMALL: 36 cm / 14 in

 

Flexi Back  
PRotectoR veSt mini ziP
CODE: BPFVMK11XS 
CODE: BPFVMK11XXS

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Flexi structure |  
Super stretch nylon vest | Velcro adjustment on each side | zipper 
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB  
(motorbike central back protectors) | Also tested at -20°C

mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Flexi Back Protector Vest Mini zip | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

Are you searching for a back protector that offers young skiers and snowboarders ma-

ximum comfort so they can forget they’re wearing protection until they truly need it? 

Then the SHRED. Flexi Back Protector Mini is the perfect choice. By using SLYTECH™ 

SHOCK ABSORPTION in the FLEXI hexagon structure, it’s especially thin and light while 

also offering unrivaled flexibility and certified impact energy absorption performance 

(Level 1). Turn to the SHRED. Flexi Back Protector Mini to help young riders boost their 

confidence, maximize their fun, and accelerate their progression.

FeatuReS

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash.

Slytech™ Flexi | Slytech™ Shock Absorption molded with a hexagon structure is 

especially thin and light while also offering unrivaled flexibility and certified impact 

energy absorption. 
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FlEXi SNOW BacKPacK 22 + 10 l

If you’re a backcountry skier or snowboarder looking for a touring pack that 

carries everything you need while also protecting your back, the SHRED. Flexi Snow 

Backpack 22+10L is the perfect choice. Its integrated SLYTECH™ Flexi back protector 

offers unrivaled flexibility and is especially thin and lightweight while also providing 

certified (Level 1) impact energy absorption. The backpack’s strategic design keeps 

the weight of your gear centered on your torso and ensures you can readily access 

all straps and pockets in any situation. No matter the mission, the Flexi Snow Back-

pack provides the confidence you need to reach the next level.

FeatuReS

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash.

Slytech™ Flexi | Slytech™ Shock Absorption molded with a hexagon structure is 

especially thin and light while also offering unrivaled flexibility and certified impact 

energy absorption.

INTEGRATED FLEXI BACK PROTECTOR | EXPANDABLE POCKET | HIPBELT POUCHES |  

HYDRATION SYSTEM COMPARTMENT | SIGNAL WHISTLE | AVALANCHE EQUIPMENT 

POCKET | GOGGLES POCKET | HELMET HOLDER | ICE AXE STRAP | SKI POLES STRAP | 

SKI CARRIER DIAGONAL | SKI CARRIER VERTICAL | SNOWBOARD CARRIER | INSULATED 

SHOULDER STRAP | ABS COMPATIBLE

Flexi Snow BackPack 22 + 10 l
CODE: BKFXSj11L

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Flexi structure | Nylon Ripstop 
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB (motorbike central back protectors) |  
Also tested at -20°C 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption | Nylon | Flowmesh

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Flexi Snow Backpack 22 + 10L I 1 SHRED. sticker kit

P - 49
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PrOtEctiVE SHOrtS

Are you a skier or snowboarder searching for lower body protection with such a 

low profile you can forget you’re wearing it until you truly need it? The SHRED. Pro-

tective Shorts are the perfect choice. Their honeycomb-cone-structured SLYTECH™ 

SHOCK ABSORPTION is specifically developed for lower body protection and provides 

the highest impact energy absorption performance while their Super-stretch Nylon 

fabric adapts to every move you make. If you’re wearing the shorts with a back pro-

tector, you can also remove their lower back and coccyx pads to maximize comfort. 

Get uncompromised protection and comfort to reach the next level and have fun.

FeatuReS

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash.

Slytech™ noShock | Patent-pending honeycomb cone structure that further 

increases the performance, safety, and comfort of our proprietary Slytech™ Shock 

Absorption by reducing weight and promoting ventilation.

SMALL 
MEDIUM 

LARGE 
X-LARGE

PRotective ShoRtS
CODE: PENSHj11S 
CODE: PENSHj11M 
CODE: PENSHj11L 
CODE: PENSHj11XL

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Shock Absorption with NOSHOCK honeycomb  
cone structure | Super Stretch Nylon fabric 
SaFety StandaRdS | Conforms to EU 2016/425 Personal  
Protective Equipment standard, category 1 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption | Nylon fabric

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Protective Shorts | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

P - 51
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PRotective ShoRtS
CODE: PENSHj11S 
CODE: PENSHj11M 
CODE: PENSHj11L 
CODE: PENSHj11XL
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FlEXi ElBOW aNd KNEE PadS

If you’re a skier or snowboarder searching for more protection, the SHRED. Flexi El-

bow and Knee Pads Lite are the perfect addition to your kit thanks to their unrivaled 

comfort, mobility, protection, and pedalability. Their SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION 

protective element molds to your skin to match every move you make and is excep-

tionally thin, flexible, light, and breathable. Anatomically-shaped Spandex stretch 

sleeves securely hold the pads in place and Armortex® fabric over the protective 

element provides abrasion and puncture resistance. Get the confidence you need to 

feel like a pro and have fun.

FeatuReS 

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash. 

Slytech™ Flexi | Slytech™ Shock Absorption molded with a hexagon structure is 

especially thin and light while also offering unrivaled flexibility and certified impact 

energy absorption. 

aRmoRtex® | This tough, elastic fabric on the front panels of the pads enhances 

durability, offering protection from abrasion and punctures while also stretching to 

provide comfort and a refined fit.

SMALL 
MEDIUM 

LARGE

Flexi elBow PadS lite
CODE: PDFELj11S 
CODE: PDFELj11M 
CODE: PDFELj11L

X-SMALL 
SMALL 

MEDIUM 
LARGE

Flexi knee PadS lite
CODE: PDFKLK11XS 
CODE: PDFKLj11S 
CODE: PDFKLj11M 
CODE: PDFKLj11L

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Flexi structure |  
Super Stretch Spandex fabric with Armortex® front panel  
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-1 Level 1  
(motorbike limb joint protectors), E Type A

mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption |  
Armortex® | Spandex

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Flexi Elbow Pads | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Slytech™ Flexi structure |  
Super Stretch Spandex fabric with Armortex® front panel  
SaFety StandaRdS | EN 1621-1 Level 1  
(motorbike limb joint protectors), K Type A 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption |  
Armortex® | Spandex

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Flexi Knee Pads | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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all mtN PrOtEctiVE GlOVES d-lUX

Are you searching for a premium leather glove that protects you not only from the 

elements but also from hard snow, branches, and rocks? Then look no further than 

the ALL MTN Protective Gloves D-Lux. Their SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION offers  

unrivaled impact energy absorption around your knuckles, thumb, and the back of 

your hand while PRIMALOFT® insulation provides exceptional warmth. Superfabric 

inserts on the back of the fingers and hand maximize durability. And to enhance 

comfort and performance, they feature a nose wipe and GRIP CONTROL on the palm. 

Whether lapping groomers, exploring the backcountry, sessioning the park, or 

bashing gates, the ALL MTN Protective Gloves D-Lux elevates your performance and 

amplifies your fun.

FeatuReS:  

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtioN | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash.

PRimaloFt® Insulation | Ultra-fine microfiber insulation that is warm, soft,  

and lightweight.

SMALL 
MEDIUM 

LARGE 
X-LARGE

all mtn PRotective  
gloveS d-lux
CODE: BPAGDK12S 
CODE: BPAGDK12M 
CODE: BPAGDK12L 
CODE: BPAGDK12XL

tech SPecS: 
conStRuction | Knuckle and thumb protection with Slytech™ Shock Absorption |  
Soft fleece nose wipe 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption | SuperFabric® | Genuine leather |  
PrimaLoft® insulation | Grip Control

in the Box: 
1 SHRED. All MTN Protective Gloves D-Lux | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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all mtN PrOtEctiVE GlOVES

Are you looking for especially versatile gloves or mittens for skiing and snowboar-

ding that not only provide protection from the elements but also from branches, 

hard snow, and rocks? Then the SHRED. All MTN Protective Gloves and Mittens are 

the clear contender. Their SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION offers unrivaled impact 

energy absorption around your knuckles and thumb while PRIMALOFT® insulati-

on provides exceptional warmth. And to enhance comfort and performance, they 

feature a nose wipe and GRIP CONTROL on the palm. Pull on the ALL MTN Protective 

Gloves and Mittens for unparalleled protection and the confidence you need to reach 

the next level and have fun.

FeatuReS:  

Slytech™ Foam | Our proprietary foam intelligently and progressively adapts to 

different forces and impact speeds for thorough protection — even in low energy 

crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride but hardens to protect you  

when you crash.

PRimaloFt® Insulation | Ultra-fine microfiber insulation that is warm, soft, and 

lightweight.

SMALL 
MEDIUM 

LARGE 
X-LARGE

 

all mtn  
PRotective mittenS
CODE: BPAMTj11S 
CODE: BPAMTj11M 
CODE: BPAMTj11L 
CODE: BPAMTj11XL

SMALL 
MEDIUM 

LARGE 
X-LARGE

all mtn  
PRotective gloveS
CODE: BPAGLj11S 
CODE: BPAGLj11M 
CODE: BPAGLj11L 
CODE: BPAGLj11XL

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Knuckle and thumb protection with Slytech™ 
Shock Absorption | Soft fleece nose wipe 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption |  
PrimaLoft® insulation | Grip Control

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. All MTN Protective Gloves | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Knuckle and thumb protection with 
Slytech™ Shock Absorption | Soft fleece nose wipe 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption |  
PrimaLoft® insulation | Grip Control

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. All MTN Protective Mittens | 1 SHRED. sticker Kit
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all mtN PrOtEctiVE GlOVES d-lUX

all mtn PRotective  
gloveS d-lux
CODE: BPAGDK12S 
CODE: BPAGDK12M 
CODE: BPAGDK12L 
CODE: BPAGDK12XL
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carBON SHiN GUardS

If you’re a ski racer looking for unrivaled performance when you clear slalom gates, 

SHRED. Carbon Shin Guards are the perfect choice. Their SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON 

advanced composite material provides exceptional protection and features ADVAN-

CED GATE GLIDE technology to minimize friction. And to stay in place, they sport 

SHRED. GRIP PADS. With their unparalleled shin protection and gate clearing speed, 

the SHRED. Carbon Shin Guards provide the confidence you need to focus on your 

skiing and feel like a pro.

FeatuReS:  

Slytech™ Shield caRBon | A high performance material blend that combines 

carbon fiber technology and our SLYTECH SHIELD material to create shells that are 

extraordinarily durable yet lightweight and that provide the best performance at all 

temperatures.  

advanced gate glide | NOFRICTION PTFE technology blends PTFE into the  

SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON composite material. This serves as a lubricant, reducing 

friction and drag between the guard and gates to boost speed.

caRBon Shin guaRdS 
medium
CODE: GUSGCK12M

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON shell | SHRED. GRIP PADS 
StRaPS width | 40 mm / 1.6 in 
length | 38cm / 15 in

in the Box: 1 SHRED. Carbon Shin Guards M | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

caRBon Shin guaRdS 
PRo
CODE: GUSGCK12P

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON shell | SHRED. GRIP PADS 
StRaPS width | 40 mm / 1.6 in 
length | 43 cm / 17 in

in the Box: 1 SHRED. Carbon Shin Guards Pro  | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

FaSteSt

caRBon Shin guaRdS 
laRge
CODE: GUSGCK12L

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON shell | SHRED. GRIP PADS 
StRaPS width | 40 mm / 1.6 in 
length | 42 cm / 16.5 in

in the Box: 1 SHRED. Carbon Shin Guards L  | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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carBON arm GUardS

If you’re a ski racer looking for unrivaled performance when you clear giant slalom 

and super-G gates, SHRED. Carbon Arm Guards are the perfect choice.  

Their SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON advanced composite material provides exceptional 

protection and features ADVANCED GATE GLIDE technology to minimize friction. 

And to stay in place, they sport SHRED. GRIP PADS. With their unparalleled forearm 

protection and gate clearing speed, the SHRED. Carbon Arm Guards provide the 

confidence you need to focus on your skiing and feel like a pro.

FeatuReS:  

Slytech™ Shield caRBon | A high performance material blend that combines 

carbon fiber technology and our SLYTECH SHIELD material to create  

shells that are extraordinarily durable yet lightweight and that provide the best 

performance at all temperatures.

advanced gate glide | NOFRICTION PTFE technology blends PTFE into the  

SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON composite material. This serves as a lubricant,  

reducing friction and drag between the guard and gates to boost speed.

caRBon aRm guaRdS Small
CODE: GUAGCK12S

tech SPecS:  

mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON SHELL | SHRED. GRIP PADS 

StRaPS width | 30 mm [main] | 10 mm [front] 

1.18 in [main] | 0.4 in [front] 
length | 25 cm / 10 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. CARBON ARM GUARDS S | 1 SHRED. STICKER KIT

caRBon aRm guaRdS medium
CODE: GUAGCK12M

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON shell | SHRED. GRIP PADS 
StRaPS width | 30 mm [main] | 10 mm [front] 
1.18 in [main] | 0.4 in [front] 
length | 27.5 cm / 11 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Carbon Arm Guards M | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

carBON HaNd GUardS

caRBon aRm guaRdS laRge
CODE: GUAGCK12L

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON shell | SHRED. GRIP PADS 
StRaPS width | 30 mm [main] | 10 mm [front] 
1.18 in [main] | 0.4 in [front] 
length | 30.5 cm / 12 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Carbon Arm Guards L | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

FaSteSt
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tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON shell | SHRED. GRIP PADS 
StRaPS width | 30 mm [main] | 10 mm [front] 
1.18 in [main] | 0.4 in [front] 
length | 27.5 cm / 11 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Carbon Arm Guards M | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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carBON HaNd GUardS

If you’re a ski racer pushing your limits by dragging knuckles on every turn, you 

need to protect the back of your hands from gate impacts, icy bumps, and deep ruts. 

And the SHRED. Carbon Hand Guards are the perfect solution. Conceived, developed, 

and tested by Ted Ligety, these patent-pending guards feature SLYTECH™ SHIELD 

CARBON for exceptional protection and ADVANCED GATE GLIDE technology to reduce 

friction. They’re also compatible with Shred’s arm guards, gloves, and mittens.  

Turn to the SHRED. Carbon Hand Guards for the confidence you need to feel like a pro. 

FeatuReS:  

Slytech™ Shield caRBon | A high performance material blend that combines 

carbon fiber technology and our SLYTECH SHIELD material to create shells that are 

extraordinarily durable yet lightweight and that provide the best performance at  

all temperatures.

advanced gate glide | NOFRICTION PTFE technology blends PTFE into the  

SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON composite material. This serves as a lubricant,  

reducing friction and drag between the guard and gates to boost speed.

caRBon hand guaRdS 
x-Small - Small
CODE: GUHGCj11S

caRBon hand guaRdS 
medium - x-laRge
CODE: GUHGCj11M

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON shell | RUBBER inserts 
StRaPS width | 15 mm / 0.6 in 
Size | Compatible with XS – S size gloves/mittens

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Carbon Hand Guards XS – S | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH™ SHIELD CARBON shell | RUBBER inserts 
StRaPS width | 15 mm / 0.6 in 
Size | Compatible with M – XL size gloves/mittens

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Carbon Hand Guards M – XL | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

FaSteSt
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SHiN GUardS

If you’re a ski racer looking for exceptional performance when you clear slalom 

gates, SHRED. Shin Guards are just what you need. Thanks to their SLYTECH™ SHIELD 

and GATE GLIDE friction-management technology, they provide unmatched shin 

protection and gate clearing speed. SHRED. Shin Guards give you the confidence you 

need to focus on your skiing and feel like a pro.

FeatuReS:  

Slytech Shield | A sturdy material blend engineered with the most advanced 

technopolymers to make it extremely stiff and durable at all temperatures.

gate glide | SLYTECH SHIELD features NOFRICTION technology additives that  

minimize friction between the shell and the gate to maximize speed

Shin guaRd navy/RuSt 
Small
CODE: GUSGSj11S

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH SHIELD | EVA foam 
StRaPS width | 30 mm / 1.2 in 
length | 31 cm / 12 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Shin Guards S  | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

Shin guaRd navy/RuSt 
laRge
CODE: GUSGSj11L

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH SHIELD | EVA foam 
StRaPS width | 30 mm / 1.2 in 
length | 42 cm / 16.5 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Shin Guards L  | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

FaSteR

Shin guaRd navy/RuSt 
medium
CODE: GUSGSj11M

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH SHIELD | EVA foam 
StRaPS width | 30 mm / 1.2 in 
length | 38 cm / 15 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Shin Guards M  | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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SHiN GUardS
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arm GUardS

If you’re a ski racer looking for exceptional performance when you clear giant  

slalom and super-G gates, SHRED. Arm Guards are the clear contender. Thanks to 

their SLYTECH™ SHIELD and GATE GLIDE friction-management technology, they  

provide unmatched forearm protection and gate clearing speed. SHRED. Arm Guards 

give you the confidence you need to focus on your skiing and feel like a pro.

FeatuReS:  

Slytech Shield | A sturdy material blend engineered with the most advanced 

technopolymers to make it extremely stiff and durable at all temperatures.

gate glide | SLYTECH SHIELD features NOFRICTION technology additives that  

minimize friction between the shell and the gate to maximize speed.

aRm guaRdS navy/RuSt  
medium
CODE: GUAGSj11M

aRm guaRdS navy/RuSt  
Small
CODE: GUAGSj11S

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH SHIELD | EVA foam 
StRaPS width | 30 mm [main] | 10 mm [front] 
1.18 in [main] | 10 mm | 0.4 in [front] 
length | 25 cm / 10 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Arm Guards S | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH SHIELD | EVA foam 
StRaPS width | 30 mm [main] | 10 mm [front]  
1.18 in [main] | 0.4 in [front] 
length | 27.5 cm / 11 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Arm Guards M | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

FaSteR

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH SHIELD | EVA foam 
StRaPS width | 30 mm / 1.2 in 
length | 38 cm / 15 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Shin Guards M  | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

aRm guaRdS navy/RuSt 
laRge
CODE: GUAGSj11L

tech SPecS:  
mateRial | SLYTECH SHIELD | EVA foam 
StRaPS width | 30 mm [main] | 10 mm  [front] 
1.18 in [main] | 0.4 in [front] 
length | 30.5 cm / 12 in

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Arm Guards L | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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SKi racE cUStOm PrOtEctiVE JacKEtS

If you’re a ski racer looking to protect your upper body from impacts with gates and 

want unconstrained movement in a design with a low profile, then turn to the SHRED. 

Ski Race Custom Protective jackets. Their SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION in the Cold 

Impact Formulation efficiently adapts to different forces and impact speeds, offering 

protection from gate impacts on the forearms and shoulders—even in especially cold 

temperatures. To customize fit and performance, the forearm and shoulder pads can 

be repositioned—or completely removed—thanks to their Velcro attachments and 

sleeves. The front zipper also allows for easy access. Gain the confidence you need to 

reach the next level and feel like a pro with the SHRED. Ski Race Custom Protective 

jackets.

FeatuReS

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash.

SMALL 
MEDIUM 

LARGE 
X-LARGE

Ski Race cuStom  
PRotective jacketS
CODE: PERjKK12S 
CODE: PERjKK12M 
CODE: PERjKK12L 
CODE: PERjKK12XL

X-SMALL 
XX-SMALL

Ski Race cuStom  
PRotective jacketS mini
CODE: PERjMK12XS 
CODE: PERjMK12XXS

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Super Stretch Nylon fabric | Shoulder,  
elbow, and forearm pads | Velcro sleeves | Front zipper 
SaFety StandaRdS | Conforms to EU 2016/425 Personal  
Protective Equipment standard, category 1 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption | Nylon fabric

in the Box: 
1 SHRED. Ski Race Custom Protective jacket | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Super Stretch Nylon fabric | Shoulder  
and forearm pads | Velcro sleeves | Front zipper 
SaFety StandaRdS | Conforms to EU 2016/425 Personal  
Protective Equipment standard, category 1

mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption | Nylon fabric

in the Box: 
1 SHRED. Ski Race Custom Protective jacket Mini |  
1 SHRED. sticker kit
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SKi racE PrOtEctiVE PadS

Ski Race FoReaRm 
PadS
CODE: PERFPK11ONE SIzE

Ski Race ShouldeR 
PadS
CODE: PERSPK11ONE SIzE

If you’re a ski racer in need of pads that offer maximum protection from gate impacts 

while offering unconstrained movement, then turn to the SHRED. Ski Race Shoulder 

and Forearm Pads. Their SLYTECH™ SHOCK ABSORPTION in the Cold Impact Formulati-

on efficiently adapts to different forces and impact speeds, offering protection from 

gate impacts on the forearms or the shoulders. A  low-profile design reduces weight 

without compromising mobility while straps at the top and bottom of the pads secure 

them in place. Thanks to the SHRED. Protective Ski Race Shoulder and Forearm Pads, 

you can charge harder while holding nothing back.

FeatuReS 

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash.

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Top and bottom straps with Velcro 
SaFety StandaRdS | Conforms to EU 2016/425 Personal 
Protective Equipment standard, category 1 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

in the Box: 
1 SHRED. Ski Race Forearm Pads | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Top and bottom straps with Velcro 
SaFety StandaRdS | Conforms to EU 2016/425 Personal 
Protective Equipment standard, category 1 
mateRial | Slytech™ Shock Absorption

in the Box: 
1 SHRED. Ski Race Shoulder Pads | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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SKi racE PrOtEctiVE GlOVES

If you’re a ski racer looking for a glove that protects the back of your hands and 

your thumbs while providing unparalleled abrasion resistance and durability, the 

SHRED. Ski Race Protective Gloves are the perfect choice. Their SLYTECH™ SHOCK 

ABSORPTION offers unrivaled impact energy absorption around your knuckles and 

thumb while PRIMALOFT® insulation provides exceptional warmth. The gloves also 

feature SUPERFABRIC® armor plates on the back of the hand*, overlay panels for 

compatibility with arm guards, a tacky grip layer on the palm, and a nose wipe for 

additional comfort. Ski with confidence and unleash your potential.

FeatuReS: 

Slytech™ Shock aBSoRPtion | Our proprietary shock-absorbing material intelli-

gently and progressively adapts to different forces and impact speeds for thorough 

protection—even in low energy crashes. Simply put, it stays flexible when you ride 

but hardens to protect you when you crash. 

PRimaloFt® insulation | Ultra-fine microfiber insulation that is warm, soft,  

and lightweight. 

SuPeRFaBRic® | SuperFabric armor plates for unrivaled durability and abrasion  

resistance.* 

tacky gRiP | Specially formulated leather to provide unparalleled grip on poles.*

*Available in select models

X-SMALL 
SMALL 

MEDIUM 
LARGE 

X-LARGE

Ski Race PRotective  
mittenS
CODE: BPRDMj11XS 
CODE: BPRDMj11S 
CODE: BPRDMj11M 
CODE: BPRDMj11L 
CODE: BPRDMj11XL

X-SMALL 
XX-SMALL

Ski Race PRotective  
mittenS mini
CODE: BPRMMj11XS 
CODE: BPRMMj11XXS

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Knuckle and thumb protection with 
SLYTECH™ Foam | Soft fleece nose wipe |  
Wrist overlay panel for compatibility with arm guards 
mateRial | SLYTECH™ Foam | SUPERFABRIC® |  
PRIMALOFT® insulation | GRIP Control

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Ski Race Protective Mittens | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

tech SPecS:  
conStRuction | Knuckle and thumb protection with  
SLYTECH™ Foam | Soft fleece nose wipe |  
Wrist overlay panel for arm guard compatibility 
mateRial | SLYTECH™ Foam | PRIMALOFT® insulation |  
GRIP Control

in the Box:  
1 SHRED. Ski Race Protective Mittens Mini | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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SlalOm cHiN GUardS

SoFt-eaR chin guaRd 
CODE: ACHSCjB11

haRd-eaR chin guaRd
CODE: ACHSCjA12

SoFt-eaR chin guaRd
CODE: ACHSCjB12

haRd-eaR chin guaRd
CODE: ACHSCjA11BLACK 

BLACK 

WHITE

Compatible with Basher Ultimate, Basher and Basher Mini . 
Compatible with SHRED.’s discontinued models  
Mega Brain Bucket RH, Mega Brain Bucket, Brain Bucket.

Compatible with Totality NoShock, Totality, Half Brain. 
Compatible with SHRED.’s discontinued models Half Brain D-Lux, 
Bumper NoShock, Bumper.

WHITE

RIDER I PIERA HUDSON
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BOdy PrOtEctiON SiZE GUidE
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xxS xS S m l xl

eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in

waiSt-to-ShouldeR
[w-S] length

25–30 9.5’’–12’’ 30–34 12’’–13.5’’ 34–40 13.5’’–15.5’’ 40–43 15.5’’–17’’ 43–46 17’’-18’’ 46–50 18’’–20’’

aPPRoximate
Body height

90–105 2’9’’–3’5’ 105–120 3’5’’–3’11’’ 120–160 3’11’’–5’3’’ 160–170 5’3’’–5’7’’ 170–180 5’7’’–5’11’’ 180–200 5’11’’–6’7’’

 4

 5

noShock naked Flexi naked Flexi veSt ziP

PRotection

ventilation

comFoRt

lightweight

SaFety StandaRd EN 1621-2 Level 2 EN 1621-2 Level 1 EN 1621-2  Level 1

SuggeSted uSe Race (DH, SG, GS)
Backcountry | All Mountain  

Freestyle | Race (SL)
Backcountry | All Mountain  

Freeride 

Back PRotectoRS Size guide & PuRchaSe guide

xxS xS S m l xl

eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in

hand 
ciRcumFeRence

12–14 5’’–5.5’’ 15–17 6’’–6.5’’ 18–19 7’’–7.5’’ 20–22 8’’–8.5’’ 23–24 9’’–9.5’’ 25–27 10’’–10.5’’

hand length 12–14 5’’–5.5’’ 15–17 6’’–6.5’’ 18–19 7’’–7.5’’ 20–22 8’’–8.5’’ 23–24 9’’–9.5’’ 25–27 10’–10.5’’

12

13

gloveS Size guide
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BODY LENGTH (1) 

ARM LENGTH (2)

WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE (3)

WAIST-TO-SHOULDER [W-S] LENGTH (4)

APPROXIMATE BODY HEIGHT (5)

FOREARM CIRCUMFERENCE (6) 

BICEPS CIRCUMFERENCE (7)

ABOVE KNEE CAP CIRCUMFERENCE(8)  

CALF CIRCUMFERENCE (9)

HIP CIRCUMFERENCE (10)

LEG CIRCUMFERENCE (11) 

HAND CIRCUMFERENCE (12)

HAND LENGTH (13)
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SKi racE PrOtEctiON SiZE GUidE

S m l

eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in

BicePS
ciRcumFeRence

23–26 9’’–10’’ 26–29 10’’–11.5’’ 29–32 11.5’’–12.5’’

FoReaRm
ciRcumFeRence

20–24 8’’–9.5’’ 24–28 9.5’’–11’’ 28–31 11’’–12’’

7

6

xxS xS S m l xl

eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in

Body length 48–51 19’’–20’’ 51–53 20’’–21’’ 53–56 21’’–22’’ 56-58 22’’–23’’ 58–61 23’’–24’’ 61–64 24’’–25’’

aRm length 65–67 25.5’’–26.5’’ 67–70 26.5’’–27.5’’ 70–72 27.5’’–28’’ 72-75 28’’–29.5’’ 75–77 29.5’’–30.5’’ 77–80 30.5’’–31.5’’

waiSt  
ciRcumFeRence

66–71 26’’–28’’ 71–76 28’’–30’’ 76–81 30’’–32’’ 81–86 32’’–34’’ 86–92 34’’–36’’ 92–97 36’’–38’’

 1

 3

PRotective jacketS Size guide

xS S m l

eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in

10cm aBove knee
caP ciRcumFeRence

36-39 14.2’’–15.5’’ 39–42 15.5’’–16.5’’ 42–45 16.5’’–17.5’’ 45–48 17.5’’–19’’

calf
circumference

29-32 11.4’’–12.5’’ 32–35 12.5’’–14’’ 35–38 14’’–15’’ 38–41 15’’–16’’

 8

9

knee PadS Size guide

 2

elBow PadS Size guide

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

13

11
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SKi racE PrOtEctiON SiZE GUidE

S m / Std l / xtd

eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in

wRiSt to elBow 
length

25 9.8’’ 27,5 10.8’’ 30,5 12’’

aRm guaRdS Size guide

S m / Std l / xtd PRo*

eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in eu/cm uS/in

knee to toP Buckle
length

31 12.25’’ 38 15’’ 42 16.5’’ 43 17’’

Shin guaRdS Size guide

* choose PRO to cover up to the bottom buckle

caRBon why StandaRd why

duRaBility SLYTECH™ SHIELD
CARBON shell SLYTECH™ SHIELD shell 

lightweight Carbon composite material SLYTECH™ SHIELD shell 

Shin gRiP SHRED. grip pads SHRED. grip pads

gate glide ADVANCED GATE GLIDE
NO FRICTION PTFE GATE GLIDE

aRm & Shin guaRdS PuRchaSe guide

Elbow

Wrist

3

Top buckle

Knee

Bottom buckle
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We build our products in partnership  
with the best manufacturers in the world, 

and we make sure they exceed 
the highest standards of quality and durability. 

In this picture, Ted Ligety inspects 
quality at our goggles factory.

we Stand Behind  
what we make
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PRovocatoR

StomP

OVErViEW

PRovocatoR aiRFlow

BeluShki

(1) lenS tyPe | (2) lenS cuRvatuRe

(1) CBL Polarized | (2) Base 6 (1) CBL Polarized | (2) Base 6

(1) CBL Polarized | (2) Base 8 (1) CBL Polarized | (2) Base 8
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BElUSHKi POlariZEd

If you love the outdoors and need sunglasses to pursue your passion  —  with plenty 

of style — look no further than the SHRED. Belushki. Armed with a timeless design, 

it features flatter lenses with a base six curve. Made of liquid-cast urethane, these 

lenses showcase SHRED.’s CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) technology to enhance 

contrast, image definition, and the vividness of colors — no matter the terrain or 

conditions. The Belushki also features a featherlight NOWEIGHT™ frame and strate-

gically-positioned rubber pads ensure it stays in place. The Belushki gives you the 

confidence, performance, and style you need to elevate your game and amplify your 

fun.

FeatuReS:  

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances contrast and definition for all 

weather, surface, and light conditions. 

ShRed. noweight™ | Especially light, thin, and flexible, this frame design reduces the 

material used in interior areas subject to minimal stress and reinforces target areas for 

maximum durability. This creates tremendous strength without compromising the clean, 

streamlined appearance of the frame’s exterior. 

ShRed. PolaRized | Polarizing filters of the highest quality enhance our lenses and 

reduce glare by blocking all angles of light that are scattered and reflected from 

surfaces such as water, snow, and ice. 

ShRed. noSliP™ | Specially formulated rubber pads on the nose and temple tips to 

further enhance comfort and ensure the frames stay in place while you're in motion.

 
CBL GREY POLARIzED 

VLT: 13% | CAT: S 3

Black-SilveR  
CODE: SGBELj11

tech SPecS:  

lenS | Liquid-cast urethane lenses provide exceptional optical precision and 

impact protection | Base 6 lens provides a flatter look | 100% UVA-UVB-UVC 

protection | Lens width: 50.1 mm / 1.97 in | Lens height: 42.3 mm / 1.66 in 

Size | Frame width: 135 mm / 5.31 in | Temple length: 137 mm / 5.41 in |  

Nose bridge width: 19.8 mm / 0.78 in 

in the Box:  

1 pair of SHRED. Belushki sunglasses | 1 SHRED. sunglasses case |  

1 SHRED. soft sunglasses bag | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

 
CBL GREY POLARIzED / BLAST

MULTILAYER RED MIRROR 
VLT: 13% | CAT: S 3

Black-RuSt  
CODE: SGBELj12

CBL GREY POLARIzED / SKY 
MULTILAYER BLUE MIRROR

VLT: 11% | CAT: S 3

Black-Blue  
CODE: SGBELj13
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BElUSHKi PHOtOcHrOmic POlariZEd

If you live for the outdoors and are searching for sunglasses that pair exceptional per-

formance and style with polarized photochromic lenses that adapt to changing light 

conditions, then look no further than the SHRED. Belushki Photochromic. Armed with 

a timeless design, it features flatter lenses with a base six curve. Made of liquid-cast 

urethane, these lenses showcase SHRED.’s CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) tech-

nology to enhance contrast, image definition, and the vividness of colors — no matter 

the terrain or conditions. The Belushki Photochromic also features a featherlight 

NOWEIGHT™ frame and strategically-positioned rubber pads ensure it stays in place. 

Pursue your passion and amplify your fun with the Belushki Photochromic.

FeatuReS:  

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances contrast and definition for all 

weather, surface, and light conditions. 

ShRed. noweight™ | Especially light, thin, and flexible, this frame design reduces the 

material used in interior areas subject to minimal stress and reinforces target areas for 

maximum durability. This creates tremendous strength without compromising the clean, 

streamlined appearance of the frame’s exterior. 

ShRed. PhotochRomic lenSeS | Photochromic lenses automatically adjust to 

changing light conditions, altering their tint to improve vision and performance.

ShRed. PolaRized | Polarizing filters of the highest quality enhance our lenses and 

reduce glare by blocking all angles of light that are scattered and reflected from 

surfaces such as water, snow, and ice. 

ShRed. noSliP™ | Specially formulated rubber pads on the nose and temple tips to 

further enhance comfort and ensure the frames stay in place while you're in motion.

 
CBL GREY PHOTOCHROMIC POLARIzED 

VLT: 31% - 13% | CAT: S 2 - S 3

Black-SilveR  
CODE: SGBELj14

tech SPecS:  

lenS | Liquid-cast urethane lenses provide exceptional optical precision and 

impact protection. | Base 6 lens provides a flatter look | 100% UVA-UVB-UVC 

protection | Lens width: 50.1 mm / 1.97 in | Lens height: 42.3 mm| 1.97 in / 1.66 in 

Size | Frame width: 135 mm / 5.31 in | Temple length: 137 mm / 5.41 in |  

Nose bridge width: 19.8 mm / 0.78 in 

in the Box:  

1 pair of SHRED. Belushki Photochromic sunglasses | 1 SHRED. sunglasses case |  

1 SHRED. soft sunglasses bag | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

 
CBL GREY  PHOTOCHROMIC POLARIzED/BLAST 

MULTILAYER RED MIRROR 
VLT: 31% - 13% | CAT: S 2 - S 3

Black-RuSt  
CODE: SGBELj15
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StOmP

 
CBL GREY POLARIzED 

VLT: 13% | CAT: S 3

Black-SilveR  
CODE: SGSTOj11

 
CBL GREY POLARIzED / BLAST

MULTILAYER RED MIRROR 
VLT: 13% | CAT: S 3

Black-RuSt  
CODE: SGSTOj12

CBL GREY POLARIzED / SKY 
MULTILAYER BLUE MIRROR

VLT: 11% | CAT: S 3

Black-Blue  
CODE: SGSTOj13

tech SPecS:  

lenS | Liquid-cast urethane lenses provide exceptional optical precision and  

impact protection | Base 6 | 100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection |  

Lens width: 56.6 mm / 2.23 in | Lens height: 42.9 mm / 1.69 in  

Size | Frame width: 142 mm / 5.59 | Temple length: 132 mm / 5.21 |  

Nose bridge width: 17.7 mm / 0.70 in

in the Box:  

1 pair of SHRED. Stomp sunglasses | 1 SHRED. sunglasses case |  

1 SHRED. soft sunglasses bag | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

If your life revolves around the outdoors and you need sunglasses that offer excep-

tional clarity and contrast, the SHRED. Stomp is just what you need—no matter the 

adventure. Its liquid-cast urethane lenses showcase SHRED.’s CONTRAST BOOSTING 

LENS™ (CBL) technology to enhance contrast, image definition, and the vividness 

of colors. With a base six curve, these lenses provide the featherlight NOWEIGHT™ 

frame with a flatter appearance. Strategically-positioned rubber pads also ensure 

the frames stay in place while you’re in motion. By infusing a classic design with 

unrivaled performance, the Stomp boosts your confidence, style, and fun.

FeatuReS:  

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for all 

weather, surface, and light conditions.

ShRed. noweight™ | Especially light, thin, and flexible, this frame design reduces the 

material used in interior areas subject to minimal stress and reinforces target areas for 

maximum durability. This creates tremendous strength without compromising the clean, 

streamlined appearance of the frame’s exterior.

ShRed. PolaRized | Polarizing filters of the highest quality enhance our lenses and 

reduce glare by blocking all angles of light that are scattered and reflected from 

surfaces such as water, snow, and ice. 

ShRed. noSliP™ | Specially formulated rubber pads on the nose and temple tips to 

further enhance comfort and ensure the frames stay in place while you're in motion.
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PrOVOcatOr

If the outdoors are your playground and you’re searching for sunglasses that 

provide exceptional clarity and contrast in a design that wraps around your face for 

additional protection, look no further than the SHRED. Provocator. Its liquid-cast 

urethane lenses showcase CONTRAST BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) technology to enhance 

contrast, image definition, and the vividness of colors. The Provocator features len-

ses with a base eight curve and a featherlight NOWEIGHT™ frame with a wraparound 

design for additional protection. Strategically-positioned rubber pads also ensure 

the frames stay in place. Boost your confidence, performance, and style with the 

SHRED. Provocator.

FeatuReS:  

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for all 

weather, surface, and light conditions.

ShRed. noweight™ | Especially light, thin, and flexible, this frame design reduces the 

material used in interior areas subject to minimal stress and reinforces target areas for 

maximum durability. This creates tremendous strength without compromising the clean, 

streamlined appearance of the frame’s exterior.

ShRed. PolaRized | Polarizing filters of the highest quality enhance our lenses and 

reduce glare by blocking all angles of light that are scattered and reflected from 

surfaces such as water, snow, and ice. 

ShRed. noSliP™ | Specially formulated rubber pads on the nose and temple tips to 

further enhance comfort and ensure the frames stay in place while you're in motion.

 
CBL GREY POLARIzED 

VLT: 13% | CAT: S 3

Black-SilveR  
CODE: SGPROj11

tech SPecS:  

lenS | Liquid-cast urethane lenses provide exceptional optical precision and 

impact protection | Base 8 | 100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection |  

Lens width: 61.9 mm / 2.48 in | Lens height: 44.6 mm / 1.76 in  

Size | Frame width: 139 mm / 5.47 in | Temple length: 124 mm  / 4.90 in |  

Nose bridge width: 15 mm / 0.59 in

in the Box:  

1 pair of SHRED. Provocator sunglasses | 1 SHRED. sunglasses case |  

1 SHRED. soft sunglasses bag | 1 SHRED. sticker kit
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PrOVOcatOr airFlOW

CODE: SGPRAj11

LENS 1: CBL GREY POLARIzED/ 
BLAST MULTILAYER RED MIRROR

VLT: 13% | CAT: S 3
LIGHT CONDITIONS: BRIGHT SUN

mcgazza FoReveR
LENS 2: CLEAR* 
 
VLT: 90% | CAT: S 0
NIGHT

tech SPecS:  

lenS | Liquid-cast urethane lenses provide exceptional optical precision and 

impact protection | Base 8 | 100% UVA-UVB-UVC protection |  

Lens width: 61.9 mm / 2.48 in | Lens height: 44.6 mm / 1.76 in

Size | Frame width: 139 mm / 5.47 in | Temple length: 124 mm / 4.90 in |  

Nose bridge width: 15 mm / 0.59 in

in the Box:  

1 pair of SHRED. Provocator Airflow sunglasses | 1 pair of SHRED. spare lenses |  

1 SHRED. sunglasses case | 1 SHRED. soft sunglasses bag | 1 SHRED. sticker kit

If you’re especially active and demand sunglasses that provide unrivaled clarity 

and performance in a wraparound design for additional protection, the Provocator 

Airflow is the perfect choice. Its liquid-cast urethane lenses showcase CONTRAST 

BOOSTING LENS™ (CBL) technology to enhance contrast, image definition, and the 

vividness of colors. It features base eight curve lenses with a thin vent to maximize 

airflow and prevent fogging. The Provocator Airflow’s NOWEIGHT™ frame maximizes 

performance and durability. And strategically-positioned rubber pads ensure it stays 

in place. No matter how you experience the outdoors, the Provocator Airflow helps 

you unleash your potential and boost your fun.

FeatuReS:  

ShRed. contRaSt BooSting lenS™ | Enhances image contrast and definition for 

all weather, surface, and light conditions.

ShRed. noweight™ | Especially light, thin, and flexible, this frame design reduces 

the material used in interior areas subject to minimal stress and reinforces target 

areas for maximum durability. This creates tremendous strength without compromi-

sing the clean, streamlined appearance of the frame’s exterior.

ShRed. PolaRized | Polarizing filters of the highest quality enhance our lenses and 

reduce glare by blocking all angles of light that are scattered and reflected from 

surfaces such as water, snow, and ice. 

ShRed. noSliP™ | Specially formulated rubber pads on the nose and temple tips to 

further enhance comfort and ensure the frames stay in place while you're in motion.

*DOES NOT FEATURE SHRED. CBL
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SUNGlaSSES SiZE cHart, FittiNG GUidE & accESSOriES

SunglaSSeS micRoFiBeR  
Bag
CODE: ACSGBj11

SunglaSSeS 
caSe
CODE: ACSGCj11

model

BeluShki

StomP

PRovocatoR

triaNGlE OVal HEart rEctaNGUlar diamONd rOUNdFRame Style

Face ShaPe

DROP

SQUARE

WRAP

135 mm / 5.31 in

142 mm / 5.59 in

139 mm / 5.47 in

137 mm / 5.41 in

132 mm / 5.21 in

124 mm / 4.90 in

19,8 mm / 0.78 in

17,7 mm / 0.70 in

15 mm / 0.59 in

Base 8

Base 6

Base 6

50,1 mm / 1.97 in

42,3 mm / 1.66 in

56,8 mm / 2.23 in

42,9 mm / 1.69 in

61,9 mm / 2.48 in

44,6 mm / 1.76 in

model FRame width temPle width noSe BRidge
lenS  

cuRvatuRe
lenS Size

BeluShki

StomP

PRovocatoR

P - 75

PACKS OF 25 PIECES
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clOtHiNG

SMALL
MEDIUM

LARGE
X-LARGE

t-ShiRt  
Black*

CODE: CLTSHj11S
CODE: CLTSHj11M
CODE: CLTSHj11L
CODE: CLTSHj11XL

SMALL
MEDIUM

LARGE
X-LARGE

t-ShiRt  
Blue*

CODE: CLTSHj12S
CODE: CLTSHj12M
CODE: CLTSHj12L
CODE: CLTSHj12XL

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 100% Cotton 

FABRIC WEIGHT | 150 gm/m2 / 4.42 oz/yd2 

FABRIC COLOR | Black

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 100% Cotton 

FABRIC WEIGHT | 150 gm/m2 / 4.42 oz/yd2 

FABRIC COLOR | Blue

SMALL
MEDIUM

LARGE
X-LARGE

t-ShiRt  
navy*

CODE: CLTSHj13S
CODE: CLTSHj13M
CODE: CLTSHj13L
CODE: CLTSHj13XL

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 100% Cotton 

FABRIC WEIGHT | 150 gm/m2 / 4.42 oz/yd2 

FABRIC COLOR | Navy Blue

SMALL
MEDIUM

LARGE
X-LARGE

SweatShiRt 
chaRcoal*
CODE: CLCNSj11S
CODE: CLCNSj11M 
CODE: CLCNSj11L
CODE: CLCNSj11XL

SMALL
MEDIUM

LARGE
X-LARGE

ziP hoodie 
chaRcoal*
CODE: CLHDzj11S
CODE: CLHDzj11M
CODE: CLHDzj11L
CODE: CLHDzj11XL

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 50% Cotton / 50% Polyester 

FABRIC WEIGHT | 290 gm/m2 / 8.55 oz/yd2 

FABRIC COLOR | Heather Dark Grey

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 50% Cotton / 50% Polyester 

FABRIC WEIGHT | 290 gm/m2 / 8.55 oz/yd2 

FABRIC COLOR | Heather Dark Grey

SMALL
MEDIUM

LARGE
X-LARGE

hoodie  
gRey*

CODE: CLHODj11S
CODE: CLHODj11M
CODE: CLHODj11L
CODE: CLHODj11XL

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 50% Cotton / 50% Polyester 

FABRIC WEIGHT | 290 gm/m2 / 8.55 oz/yd2 

FABRIC COLOR | Heather Grey

*NOT FOR SALE IN EUROPE
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HEadWEar

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

emPiRe Beanie 
Black-white
CODE: ACEMBj11

tech SPecS:  

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

emPiRe Beanie 
navy-RuSt
CODE: ACEMBj12

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

PaRk Beanie 
navy
CODE: ACPKBj12

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

PaRk Beanie 
gRey
CODE: ACPKBj13

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

PaRk Beanie 
Black
CODE: ACPKBj11

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

woodSide Beanie 
Black-white
CODE: ACWDBj11

tech SPecS:  

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

woodSide Beanie 
navy-RuSt
CODE: ACWDBj12

tech SPecS:  

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE :  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

lowell Beanie 
Black
CODE: ACLWBj11

tech SPecS:  

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

HEadWEar
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HEadWEar HEadWEar
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SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

headBand 
Black-white
CODE: ACHKHj11

tech SPecS:  

CONSTRUCTION | Heavy Knitted | Fleece Lining 

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

headBand  
navy-RuSt
CODE: ACHKHj12

tech SPecS: 

CONSTRUCTION | Heavy Knitted | Fleece Lining 

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE :  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

neck waRmeR* 
navy
CODE: ACNKWj11

tech SPecS:  

COMPOSITION | 100% Acrylic

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

FlatBRim caP 
Black
CODE: ACFBCj11

tech SPecS:  

COMPOSITION | 100% Cotton

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

Ridge caP  
Black
CODE: ACRGCj11

tech SPecS: 

COMPOSITION | 100% Cotton

*NOT FOR SALE IN EUROPE

SIzE:  
ONE SIzE  
FITS ALL

Belt*

CODE: ACSBTK11

tech SPecS:  

Elastic polyester belt with nylon 

buckle and silicone line backing



protectourwinters.org

WE carE

At SHRED. we aim to inspire change and make 
a positive impact on the world around us.  

And we’re honored to stand with and  
support kindred spirits in these efforts.



Skiers, snowboarders and
mountain bikers are often
intimidated by the challenges
they face. SHrEd.’s eyewear
and protection design and
technology give you the
confidence to reach the next
level, feel like a pro, and have
fun. #technicallyFun
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